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Magnetic reconnection drives energy-
transfer from magnetic to internal energy

M.G. Burke , et. “Erratum: Continuous, edge localized ion heating during non-solenoidal plasma startup and sustainment in a low 
aspect ratio tokamak “,  © 2018 IAEA Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 079601 

For example, during point helicity injection induced startup at Pegasus 
spherical tokamak.



This study tests energy transfer in 2D 
magnetic reconnection computations
Modeling configurations such as Pegasus accurately requires the 
heating from reconnection is accurately represented

Temperature discrepancies between machine diagnostics and 
simulation results indicate insufficient heating or transfer

Easier to test magnetic reconnection energy transfer in 2D cases

Aim to diagnosis events where magnetic reconnection dominates 
energy transfer in 2D for later application to large scale devices.



Plasmoids lead to fast 2D resistive reconnection 
and rapid energy conversion

N. F. Loureiro, A. A. Schekochihin, and S. C. Cowley, "Instability of current sheets and 
formation of plasmoid chains," Phys. Plasmas 14, 100703 (2007), DOI: 
10.1063/1.2783986. 

Current sheets formed in magnetic reconnection events are 
found to be unstable to high-wavenumber perturbations. 



In 3D, a spectrum of tearing modes 
effectively generate hyper-resistivity

On the macroscopic scale h 𝑯 Ñ×Ñ× 𝑱 is added to Ohm’s law 

Tearing mode turbulence produces hyper-resistivity or effective electron viscosity

Modeling turbulence with hyper-resistivity requires understanding of tearing 
spectrum

Can hyper-resistivity model plasmoid reconnection in 2D?

H. R. Strauss, “Hyper-resistivity produced by tearing mode turbulence,“ The Physics of Fluids 29, 3668 
(1986); doi: 10.1063/1.865798 
Di Hu, Amitava Bhattacharjee, and Yi-Min Huang, ”Energy spectrum of tearing mode turbulence in 
sheared background field Phys. Plasmas 25, 062305 (2018); https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5022292 



Resistive MHD and hyper-resistivity 
formulation in NIMROD
Computation uses NIMROD code which is applicable for many studies of plasma 
dynamics in magnetic confinement systems.
First model is resistive-viscous MHD use here are in NIMROD
∂𝑩
∂t = ∇ × 𝐄 – κdivb∇ ∇⋅B (1a)
∂n
∂t =−∇⋅ nV − ∇ ⋅ Dn ∇n (1b)

𝐄 = −𝐯 × 𝐁 + η𝐉 (1c)

ρ ∂
∂t( V + V ⋅ ∇ V ) = J × B − ∇ p + ∇ ⋅ V (ρ 𝜈) (1d)

2n
3
∂
∂t(T +V ⋅∇T)=−nT ∇⋅V +∇⋅[κI ]∇T +ηJ2 + 𝜈 ρ(∇VT:∇V) (1e)

Second hyper-resistivity is added to Ohm’s law
𝐄 = −𝐯×𝐁 + η𝐉 + h 𝐇 Ñ×Ñ× 𝐉 (2)
and hyper-resistive heating term to the temperature evolution h 𝐇| Ñ× 𝐉 |2



Problem setup in NIMROD

Longest wavelengths in y are the most unstable to magnetic tearing. No drives; i.e. no 
sources or sinks
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2D paramagnetic slab, Insulating infinite boundary in x, periodic in y, guide field in z, only m=0



Viscous and resistive heating included, Magnetic Prandtl number 1
2
= ~1, Formation of x point current if 

tearing is fast enough to overcome global resistive dissipation time 

Conditions when reconnection becomes significant
Magnetic tearing is unstable if Δ7 > 0, Δ7 = 2(:;<=> −

=>
:;<

)
Where 𝜆 , is the sharpness of pinch B0~tanh(𝜆x) function and Ly is the length along the current 
layer



Reconnection evolution has distinct phases
Time < 3500 – Linear growth

3500 < Time < 4500 - Rutherford like

4500 < Time < 11000 – Slower than linear island 
growth 
Island width is broadening over the scale of the 
equilibrium current

Time > 11000 – Fast resistive 2D magnetic 
reconnection through plasmoid formation, 
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a) b)

Fourth phase exhibits fast 2D resistive magnetic reconnection 

Without hyper-resistivity expansion of sheet in (b) the y-direction occurs nears the scale of the 
bicubic expansion

Current density is largest at the island x-point, Time = a) 11,228 and b) 11248



Energy transfer occurs during last phase
By Time = 11,000, 9% of the energy has been converted from magnetic energy to 
internal energy.
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At this point in the fourth phase there is numerical loss of 14% of the energy transferred



Resolving final phase to account for reconnection energy 
transfer
Fast reconnection converts significant magnetic energy to thermal energy in 
less than a global transport time

Collapse to resolution scale occurs during fast reconnection without hyper-
resistivity 

Energy conversion driven by plasmoid reconnection

Plasmoids size and number can be used as proxy for reconnection rate

Calculated reconnection field can be shaped and inputted into the sub-grid of 
other machine scale simulations



Hyper-resistivity reduces resolution requirement for 
fast reconnection

Without hyper-resistivity plasmoids develop granularly on the resolution scale.

With hyper-resistivity, 𝑬 = −𝒗×𝑩 + h 𝑱, becomes,  𝑬 = −𝒗×𝑩 + h 𝑱 + h 𝑯 Ñ×Ñ× 𝑱



Hyper-resistivity can dictate size, number and 
onset of plasmoids

Contours of constant Jz at approximate ‘Onset time’ when internal energy starts to increase fast. 

a) b)

Onset time and hyper-resistivity is (a) to =7485.08, 1e-11, (b) to=9666.11, 0



Plasmoid development in fast reconnecting phase

plasmoids merge injecting each other with their current densities and creating new 
structures



b)

c)

Plasmoid-island interaction and formation of perpendicular 
current sheet

Plasmoid evolution shifts 
reconnection regions away from 
intial x=0.

Difficult to continue to resolve 
computation after certain plasmoid 
development.



Energy conservation is improved with h 𝑯 -heating 

This loss ranges from ~3-30% of energy transferred during the fast reconnection and 
has depends on hyper-resistivity here.

Remaining loss of energy is from numerical terms which take energy out of the magnetic 
field and do not transfer it to internal



Total energy transferred by hyper-resistive dissipation 
Internal energy increase preceded by growth of perturbation in kinetic energy. 



Onset behavior is affected by h 𝑯 -heating

h 𝑯 = 1e-9 h 𝑯 = 1e-11

Plasmoid current growth distribution dependent on h 𝑯 -heating but overall energy 
picture is like cases without h 𝑯 -heating



Small hyper-resistive dissipation and ‘weak’ onset tearing 
growth allows resolution of fast reconnection phase

Energy loss of energy converted is about 28%



Kinetic Energy evolution during fast reconnection 
with small hyper-resistive dissipation



High Lambda driven plasmoids resolved at 
high-intermediate hyper-resistivity



Total kinetic energy in high lambda driven regime is 
reduced by less than than the division of the system 
size.



Internal energy gain is also fast similar to
length driven cases 

Energy loss of energy converted is about 6%
Total energy is reduced by 4.25 from length driven cases shown.



Current-sheet aspect ratios at onset scale 
with hyper-resistivity

Aspect ratio at onsets relates to the 
inflow, outflow, and plasmoid formation 
at start of fast reconnection

At onset the current sheet narrows as 
hyper-resistivity increases 

Dimensions measured around the 
moment of onset of the fast 
reconnection (onset time)

All in plasmoid growth regime.
Hyper-resistivity

Without hyper resistivity the aspect ratio is about ~0.4

Blue hyper heating 
Orange do not



Uploading Poloidal flux into Topological toolkit 
(TTK) for Plasmoid statistics



Later on in time near fast reconnection onset



Not Neighboring points but separated 2 points 

Zoom in on last slide





Potential sub-grid model applies small scale filter 
which results in EMF.

F. Widmer, et. “Turbulent Plasmoid Reconnection” Physics of Plasmas (2016)



Future work

• Calculate plasmoid reconnection rates for various cases
• Free parameter model for reconnection EMF
• Implement small-scale filtering in NIMROD
• Validate sub-grid model with similar physics and geometry (resistive 

MHD slab) 
• Expand to other geometries, other fast reconnection drives





h 𝑯 = 1e-8
h 𝑯 = 1e-10


